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The Post-Soviet Contrasts: Memory, Ideology, Conflict

Editorial introduction

Hegel's idea that “Reason is the Sovereign of the World; [...] and] the history of the world therefore, presents us with a rational process” has been denied many times by philosophers and politicians in the 19th-21st centuries — and the post-Soviet political reality takes an active part in this denial.

The third issue of Ideology and Politics Journal is devoted to the ideological processes that design the post-Soviet practices of escape from freedom. This specific design takes place through political and ideological conflicts; participation and victory in these conflicts lead to the attempts to reassess the importance of freedom. The conflicts of collective memories have been the source of hope in maintaining political pluralism and overcoming the limitations of the “historical track” of post-Soviet nations. Today we are witnessing how the conflicts of narratives reveal their winners, both in internal and external political battles. This IPJ issue is dedicated to the fighters, winners and losers in these conflicts.

This IPJ volume starts with an article by Andrei Tsygankov, presenting an analysis of Alexander Panarin’s ideological development. A passionate, Soviet liberal and a bright, post-Soviet Eurasianist, Panarin lived through an ideological evolution that is indicative of the restless generation of 1960s. Beginning his life in an industrial environment of Donbass and completing it in Moscow’s intellectual circles, Alexander Panarin changed his role of defender of liberal ideas to guardian of Russian political traditions. According to Tsygankov, Panarin gives us lessons in the dangers of freedom for Russia. His visions of the need to frame political freedom with social responsibility, free market with “the serving ascetism,” and the Modern Reason with Eco-socialism, make Alexander Panarin a mirror of the Russian conservative revolution at the end of 20th century and the beginning of 21st century.

The author of the second article, Yevgenia Sarapina, writes about competition between alternative versions of collective memory in Kiev. The urban space as such is the setting for the constant (re)production of its past; and, in the case of Kiev, the results of these productive processes and the effects of these results’ symbolic exchange make an impact far beyond the administrative limits of the city. Sarapina describes three competitive strategies of the Kiev narratives: sacred-imperial, super-ethnic Soviet, and fragmented post-Soviet. Heterogeneity and the inability to settle the conflict of memories makes Kiev a symbol of the post-Soviet struggle for ideological dominance.

In the next article, Leonid Storch compares public reactions to the Pussy Riot case with debates around the Beilis case a century ago. The analytical perspective proposed by the author is frighteningly impressive. In contrast to the victory of right over ideology in the Beilis case, the criminal sentence for the “priestesses of the punk-mass” seems to embody the historical revenge of anti-Westernism. It also adds to a suspicion that the last century represents a turn away from the Hegelian spiral unfolding the freedom in the history of Eastern Europe/Western Eurasia. The recent criminalization of blasphemy manifests the success of pre-Modernity — not post-Modernity as many expected — in the post-Soviet political transformation.

The final article in this IPJ volume indoctrinates us into conceptual debates in post-Soviet, symbolic geography. The polemical text by Vladimir Papava describes a variety of conservative ways to re-determine the space formed after the Soviet Union’s disappearance. As an argument against Russian Eurasianists’ geopolitical ideas, Vladimir Papava introduces the concept of Central
CaucAsia. As a side effect of these polemics, this article provides us with a chance to better understand geopolitical argument with its ideological grounds and purposes.

Hegel called for “a belief... a desire, a trust” in the fact that there is Reason in the history of the world. The post-Soviet history provides us with a rare constellation of obstacles that test such a trust.

Mikhail Minakov
Andrei P. Tsygankov

**Alexander Panarin as a mirror of Russian revolution**

**Abstract.** This article focuses on the evolution of the ideas of Russian philosopher and publicist Alexander Panarin, whose worldview changed in just one decade from liberal Westernism to conservative Eurasianism. The author follows the changes in the philosopher's ideas and tries to solve the puzzle of Panarin's motivation for taking such a contradictory path. Among the causes of the evolution the author points to disappointment in the changes of post-Soviet Russia, the philosopher's belief in the unseemliness of the role of the West in these processes, as well as Panarin’s own temperament. The author attempts to draw lessons from this phenomenon, which is typical for numerous Russian intellectuals who experienced their ideas transform from liberalism to conservative Eurasianism.

**Key words:** Russian Revolution, civilizational process, national liberalism, zapadnichestvo, Westernism, ievraziistvo, Eurasianism, ideology of revival

The entire article is available in Russian (http://ideopol.org/sites/default/files/ideopol.org/www/sites/default/files/3/___3.1.%20Tsygankov%20Panarin%20RUS.pdf).
Ievgeniia Sarapina

**Kiev/Kyiv: Crossroads of memory politics**

**Abstract.** This article examines the localization of memory politics in the space of Kiev — today's capital of Ukraine. This case study is based on the analysis of Kiev guidebooks (from the late 19th century through the early 21st century) as an articulation of dominant versions of collective memory. The author’s diachronic view provides readers with an opportunity to juxtapose legacies and transformations in the significance of city space with general, memory narratives of states — a part of which Kiev used to be for the last 150 years. Kiev’s capital-city status allows for the consideration and assemblage of diverse mythologem elements in the city’s current, collective-memory narrative, as a representation of the general post-Soviet situation in Ukraine.

**Keywords:** collective memory, city, politics of memory, mythologem, Kiev, narrative.

The entire article is available in Ukrainian (http://ideopol.org/sites/default/files/ideopol.org/www/sites/default/files/3/_3.2%20Sarapina%20Memory%20UKR.pdf).
Leonid Storch

The Campaign against Pussy Riot:
Anti-Westernism in the Paradigm of the Beilis Case

Abstract. The performance staged by Pussy Riot (a Russian punk-feminist group) in Moscow’s Cathedral of Christ the Savior should be rightfully viewed as one of the major events in the wave of international protest movements in 2012. Serving as a litmus test for liberalism, the Pussy Riot case divided the Russian society, drawing fierce criticism from the radical, pro-Putin majority. As shown in this article, one of the leading themes of this campaign was anti-Westernism. This article identifies and analyzes the major ideological components of the campaign’s anti-Western rhetoric. Furthermore, it juxtaposes the Pussy Riot case against the 100-year-old Beilis case, showing their striking similarities both in terms of the polarized impact on the Russian society and in terms of their assessment of liberal values. While the acquittal in the Beilis case signified democratic trends in pre-WWI Russia, the author concludes that the conviction in the Pussy Riot case became a triumph of anti-democratic, anti-Western values, marking the completion of a transition to authoritarianism in present-day Russia.

Key words: anti-Westernism, ideology, liberalism, russocentrism, opposition, anti-Semitism, de-sacralization, Pussy Riot, Beilis Case

The entire article is available in Russian (http://ideopol.org/sites/default/files/ideopol.org/www/sites/default/files/3/3.3.%20Storch%20Pussy%20Riot%20RUS.pdf).
Vladimer Papava

Eurasianism of Russian Anti-Westernism
and a Concept of Central CaucAsia

Abstract. There is an evident need to review the post-Soviet regional geography after the collapse of Soviet Union. In Russian Eurasianism, Russia is considered to be equal to Eurasia. This idea gains more popular support in post-Soviet countries — and foremost in Russia. Basic ideas of Eurasianism are used to enforce and manifest contemporary Russian anti-Westernism. The author of this article offers a new approach to defining and naming the emerging post-Soviet regions. Specifically, his idea is that Central Caucasus (Azerbaijan, Armenia and Georgia) and Central Asia (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan) create a new region — Central CaucAsia. The author argues that the concept of Central CaucAsia represents the national interests of new independent states in the region and contradicts the main ideas of Russian Eurasianism.

Key words: Eurasianism, anti-Westernism, Russia, Central Eurasia, Central Asia, Central CaucAsia, geopolitics, post-Soviet

The entire article is available in Russian (http://ideopol.org/sites/default/files/ideopol.org/www/sites/default/files/3/___3.4.%20Papava%20Caucasia%20RUS.pdf).
Yehor Stadnyi

Review: «The next generation in Russia, Ukraine and Azerbaijan: youth, politics, identity and change» by Nadia Diuk


Mykhailo Koltsov

**Book review: «Metaphysics of Donetsk»**
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